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NEW PRODUCTS FROM IPEX ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Universal F Series Double Gang
Boxes and Covers
Scepter® F Series
double gang boxes,
weather-proof
covers and cover
plates have been
redesigned for
universal compatibility
with any industry
standard double gang box or cover. CSA
approved, the new universal boxes and
covers are easy to use, have more
internal wiring space and include reducer
bushings to accommodate various sizes
of conduit. All the weatherproof covers
have been designed to ensure a
watertight seal using a new foam gasket,
with an adhesive layer for ease of
installation.

Dual Mounting
System from
Kwikon

Round Floor Box and Stand
Simple yet
innovative, the new
Round Floor Box
Stand is designed to
raise the Round
Floor Box off the
concrete form
allowing the ENT or
conduit to enter the Box in a flat and
straight path. Installed together, the Floor
Box and Stand accommodates the
different rebar and post-tensioned cable
heights and slab depths found from jobsite to job-site.
Sold as a kit, IPEX Electrical offers the
Round Floor Box and Stand conveniently
packaged together as one complete
product offering.

SceptaCon Trenchless Raceway
for Traffic Signal & Street Lighting
The new 2”
SceptaCon is ideally
suited for street
lighting and traffic
signal cables where
installation requires a
smaller diameter
pipe than your
typical electrical raceway. Now
contractors can install RW cables instead
of the more expensive TECK cables
required with the use of HDPE pipe.

For more information call
Toll Free: 1-866-473-9462
or visit
www.ipexelectrical.com
Products manufactured by IPEX Electrical Inc.
Kwikon® is a trademark of IPEX Branding Inc.

{

Slab Box
Installation
Made Easy

Designed to withstand tough jobsite environments, Kwikon® ENT slab boxes are
nonmetallic, nonconductive and noncorroding. All Deep Round Series slab boxes feature
our new CORNER MOUNTING TABS. These uniquely positioned corner tabs allow
contractors to easily nail Kwikon slab boxes to the slab deck. The angled design guides
the nail to be positioned inside the fixture’s trim cover, reducing the threat of visible rust
bleeding through the finished ceiling.
• Approved for support of ceiling fans up to 35 lbs and luminaries up to 50 lbs
• Corner and traditional mounting tabs offer contractors two options when installing to
the slab deck
• Angled design guides the nail into position within the trim cover area
• Ready to install – no assembly required
Toll Free: 866-473-9462 | www.ipexelectrical.com

Tough Products for Tough Environments®

Products are manufactured by IPEX Electrical Inc.

EPR Kit Adapters make Duct
repairs quick & easy!

The Perfect Expansion Fitting for
Short Runs!

New Adapters for our
EPR Conduit Repair Kits
allow contractors to
repair a broken section
of DB-II duct while
leaving the cables inside
and restoring the duct
to its original form. The
pre-cut adapters easily open around existing
cabling to make repairs quickly and
effectively, reducing end-user downtime and
complaints, and saving contractors time,
labour and money.

The One Piece
Expansion Joint (OPEJ)
is designed to
accommodate thermal
expansion and
contraction on shorter
runs of PVC Conduit.
The efficient design of
the One Piece Expansion Joint provides
fast trouble-free installation and will ensure
the owner receives a secure and appealing
installation that will last the life of the
system.

from the editor

The Future. Illuminated... at Lightfair 2013

I
I remain gobsmacked
at how quickly
lighting technology
seems to evolve.

t’s been two years since I attended Lightfair International
(a.k.a. LFI or just Lightfair) and, after attending this year’s
installment in Philadelphia, I remain gobsmacked at how
quickly lighting technology seems to evolve.
If memory serves, I attended my first Lightfair in 2005.
Back then, LED lighting was strictly for novelty purposes;
the few exhibitors dabbling in LED lighting were sectioned
off in their own little zone in the convention centre. Very
little was known about LED technology (much less than
today), and few were brave enough to give the emerging
technology a whirl.
One of the biggest things back then were CFLs, which
went on to command centre stage in the lighting industry for several years. It’s amusing, now, to think back to
just how terrible those early CFLs were! Their quality was
inconsistent, the light they cast was, well, icky, and complaints soon started surfacing about the mercury they contained. Yet, back then, they were touted as the solution to all
the world’s lighting and energy problems.
Fast-forward to this year’s Lightfair where, if you’re not
showcasing LED lighting at your booth, there must be
something wrong with you... in fact, you may even be at the
wrong show!
LED technology has come a long way, as both manufacturers and buyers have become more comfortable with
the technology. They have a better grasp of its capabilities
and limitations, and have come down in price significantly.
(These days, a standard A19 LED bulb retails for about

$25 whereas, several years ago, it would run you at least
$60.) And the variety of LED bulbs and applications has
expanded tremendously in just the last several years: chandelier, A19, GU10, PAR38, MR16, etc.
But here are a few exciting new things from this year’s
show. First, something called LEP (light emitting plasma)
lighting. (Yes, just when you thought you knew LEDs,
along come LEPs!) and, second, lighting for health. You’ll
learn more about LEP lighting when we do a formal wrapup of Lightfair 2013 in an upcoming edition; for now, I just
want to touch upon the latter.
My seatmate on the return flight had also been at Lightfair. He is an educator with a major lighting manufacturer
and, when I asked him what really stood out for him at the
show, he answered immediately and unequivocally: “Lighting for health”. He explained that a lot of R&D—and a
ton of excitement—is involved in studying and developing
lighting technologies that impart physical and mental benefits to users.
What’s great about these evolving technologies is that
consumers need experts to help guide them in selection,
purchase and installation, and that’s where you come in...
but only if you take the initiative to study and understand
the technology. I encourage you to not only continue reading EBMag and visiting EBMag.com, but to venture out
and see these technologies in action.
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industry news
$3 million donation supports George Brown College’s Success at Work campaign
The George Brown College Foundation (www.georgebrown.ca) announced that Tridel Corp. (www.tridel.
com) has donated $3 million to the college’s Success at Work fundraising campaign (www.georgebrown.ca/
successatwork), which will be directed toward renovating and repurposing learning spaces in the college’s
Centre for Construction and Engineering Technologies. In recognition of this donation, the college’s construction management school will be named the Angelo Del Zotto School of Construction Management
(Del Zotto serves as CEO and chair of the Tridel Group of Companies and Tridel Corp.).
“Tridel is a strong supporter of post-secondary education and has played a particularly impactful role
encouraging young people entering the construction industry,” said Anne Sado, college president.
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industry news
We did it! Tesla Wardenclyffe
laboratory purchased
for museum
Friends of Science East Inc.
(dba “doing business as” Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe, www.
teslasciencecenter.org) announced
that it has completed the purchase
of the last remaining laboratory
of scientist, visionary and inventor
Nikola Tesla in Shoreham, N.Y.
“This is a major milestone in
our almost two-decade effort to
save this historically and scientifically significant site. We have
been pursuing this dream with
confidence that we would eventually succeed,” said Gene Genova,
vice-president of the organization.
“We are very excited to be able
to finally set foot on the grounds
where Tesla walked and worked.”
Known as Wardenclyffe, the
15.69-acre laboratory site is where
Tesla planned his wireless communications and energy transmission tower in the early 1900s. He
was never able to complete the
construction of the tower due
to lack of funds. Check out this
video: bit.ly/100ucLS.
At the end of August 2012,
Friends of Science East Inc. partnered with online comic Matthew
Inman (TheOatmeal.com) to hold
an online crowdfunding campaign
(bit.ly/100ujr0) on Indiegogo.com
in which they were able to raise
$1.37 million toward saving the
Wardenclyffe site. Over 33,000
people from 108 countries contributed to the success of the
campaign, which reached the $1
million mark in just over a week.
“Now begin the next important
steps in raising the money needed
to restore the historic laboratory,”
said Mary Daum, treasurer. “We
estimate that we will need to raise
about $10 million to create a science learning centre and museum
worthy of Tesla and his legacy. We
invite everyone who believes in
science education and in recognizing Tesla for his many contributions to society to join in helping
to make this dream a reality.”
The organization plans several fundraising events in the
future. See the website for more
information.
Algoma Tubes fined $70K after
workers burned by arc flash
Ontario’s Ministry of Labour
(MoL) reports Algoma Tubes
Inc.—a manufacturer of steel pipe
products based in Whitehorse,
Yukon—has been fined $70,000
for a violation of the Occupational

Health & Safety Act after two workers were injured.
On July 15, 2011, two workers employed as electrical maintenance technicians by Algoma Tubes at a
facility located in Sault Ste. Marie were decommissioning an out-of-service motor control centre. A deenergized control cable that one of the workers was
removing came into contact with a 480V energized
panel. The resulting arc flash caused one of the workers to sustain burns to one hand and the other worker
to suffer burns to the hand, forearm and face.

MoL investigated the incident and found that
Algoma Tubes failed as an employer to ensure the
workers used rubber gloves, mats, shields or other
protective equipment and procedures adequate to
ensure protection from electrical shock and burns
while performing the work.
The company pleaded guilty. In addition to the
$70,000 fine, the court imposed a 25% victim fine surcharge, which is credited to a provincial government
fund to assist victims of crime.

Solutions for residential construction.

Rule 12-516
requires.
New additions
to the CI66 Series
respond.
To prevent cable damage from nails and screws, Rule 12-516 (1)
of the Canadian Electrical Code requires that a safety zone of
at least 32 mm be left between non-metallic sheathed cable
and the edges of the studs, joists and similar structures through
which it is pulled. Whilst this rule is often interpreted as meaning
32 mm in depth from the front of the stud, there is also the
potential for mechanical injury on either side of the structure, at
cable entry and exit points.

CI66-T protector cylinder

CI66-XL single protector plate

If the contractor is unable to provide a 32 mm safety zone,
the cable must be protected using approved metal protection
devices.
Thomas & Betts has responded to this requirement with three
new additions to the Iberville® CI66 protector plate family.
Designed and manufactured in Canada, these products will
help you meet code requirements quickly and efficiently, without
obstructing dry wall installation.

CI66-XL-2 double protector plate

Check out our installation video at www.tnb.ca/video.

Thomas & Betts. Your best connection for innovative solutions.
Wire & Cable Management

•

Cable Protection Systems
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Power Connection & Control

•

Safety Technology
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industry news
Scott Millis burned for doing electrical work
without a licence
On April 15, a Windsor, Ont.-handyman was convicted in court of charges related to performing electrical work illegally.
Scott Millis was found guilty on three counts of
performing electrical work without an electrical contractor’s licence. The total fine was $6000 for the violations plus a $1500 victim impact surcharge. Under
Ontario Regulation 570/05, Licensing of Electrical

Contractors and Master Electricians, only Licensed
Electrical Contractors are permitted to contract to
perform electrical work in Ontario.
“Unfortunately, there are unscrupulous players
out there who present themselves as being able
to do electrical work when they don’t hold the
appropriate licence and they don’t follow the rules
and regulations,” said Doug Crawford, Electrical
Safety Authority (ESA, www.esasafe.com)’s chief
public safety officer.

Crawford also said anyone
considering hiring someone to
do electrical work should:
• Check to ensure the contractor
holds a valid electrical contractor licence (search the database
at www.esasafe.com).
• Confirm they are arranging
the appropriate inspections
from ESA.
• Call ESA at (877) 372-7233
should you suspect someone is
misrepresenting themselves.
ESA reminds consumers of
the requirement to ensure
that anyone you hire to
perform electrical work has a
valid ECRA/ESA Electrical
Contractor Licence. This
will ensure that the Electrical
Contractor you have hired: is
fully insured; uses qualified
electricians to perform the
electrical work you require; will
arrange for permits with ESA;
can deliver an ESA Certificate
of Inspection; can provide
references; will prepare a written
cost estimate of the work.
Horizon Utilities achieves
Sustainable Electricity Company designation
The Canadian Electricity
Association (CEA, www.
electricity.ca) says Horizon
Utilities (www.horizonutilities.
com) is the first company in
Canada to achieve Sustainable
Electricity Company designation.
The designation—established
by CEA for utilities across Canada
and worldwide—requires utilities
to commit to ISO 14001 standards
on Environmental Management
Systems and ISO 26000 guidelines
on Social Responsibility. Companies must also pass a third-party
external verification to validate the
implementation of CEA brand
criteria.
“This is a historic day for the
Canadian electricity sector,” said
Jim Burpee, president and CEO
of CEA. “I congratulate Horizon
Utilities for attaining this brand
designation based on internationally recognized standards.”
“We’re very honoured to be recognized by the CEA for our commitment to advancing sustainable
business practices in our operations,” added Max Cananzi, president and CEO of Horizon Utilities. “This is also validation of a
strategy we introduced several
years ago as part of our commitment to contributing to the sustainability of our communities.”
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industry news
Schneider’s Xperience Efficiency
to engage business, government
& community leaders
Global energy management
player Schneider Electric
(www.schneider-electric.
com) recently announced the
Xperience Efficiency series of
events (www.schneider-electric.com/xe/events/us) kicking off in June to collaborate
Aaron Davis
and share knowledge with
customers, partners and governments on how to
solve energy and sustainability challenges.
“Efficiency isn’t just for the eco-friendly
crowd anymore. There are tangible benefits of
an efficiency economy for cities, businesses and
citizens of all types,” said Aaron Davis, chief
marketing officer, Schneider Electric (in photo).
“By coming together, we can share knowledge
and put a plan in place to drive change in cities,
workplaces and other settings across the globe.”
Xperience Efficiency 2013 will take place
in the Washington, D.C., area from June 4-6
and Dallas, Texas, from June 18-20. It is a free
event that takes on the demand drivers that
are forcing change: economic and government
rebalancing; urbanization; digitization; and
sustainable resources. By looking at the latest
integrated energy trends and sustainability
solutions that will transform how we all work,
learn, and play, Xperience Efficiency 2013
promises to show the future of efficiency.
Solutions will deliver energy management,
energy access, and business process performance answers right across the energy chain,
boasts Schneider, whether at home, work,
across the grid, or in towns and cities. Participants will experience:
• More than 20 breakout sessions addressing
market, industry and solution trends.
• Interactive marketplace, including developments in systems, solutions and technology.
• Experts from government, business, academia and industry.

Untitled-5 1

• First-hand stories of companies experiencing
efficiency today.
“We all have a role to play in ensuring a more
efficient and sustainable economy and world,”
said Chris Curtis, president and CEO, Schneider North America Operations. “The technologies exist today to drive new levels of efficiency
in all operations, and we want to be a leader in
helping bring this collaboration together. Our
Xperience Efficiency events will be a big part of
this engagement and education.”
Visit www.schneider-electric.com/xe/events/
us to learn more about an Xperience Efficiency
2013 event near you, or to check out a free virtual event beginning June 5.
Construction Electrician among first
trades to be aligned in Atlantic Canada
An initiative to create a common, regional
approach to apprenticeship announced today by
Atlantic premiers (www.cap-cpma.ca) promises
“greater mobility and a stronger labour force that
supports Atlantic Canada’s growing economy”.
Through the Atlantic Workforce Partnership,
Atlantic Canada aims to lead the nation in its
approach to harmonize apprenticeship programs.
By aligning hours and training required to
attain certification, apprentices have greater
mobility to move forward in their careers, and
Atlantic employers have access to the workforce they need. These improvements and other
workforce initiatives should ensure students
and apprentices have the support they need to
be successful, and employers have access to the
labour they need to grow their businesses.
As part of the Atlantic Workforce Partnership,
the provinces will bring four trades affecting 20%
of apprentices into alignment within the next 24
months. Premiers also identified a goal of harmonizing additional high-volume trades that meet
key labour market demands, covering an additional
40% of apprentices in the following 24 months.
Changes will be phased in starting in 2014.
Among the first four trades is Construction
Electrician and Instrumentation Technician. In
addition to work being done to align these trades,

other supports for apprenticeship will include
expanding alternative training delivery and building a common information technology platform.
The Atlantic Provinces will introduce measures that will support the use of apprentices
on major projects and government operations.
Furthermore, Atlantic governments will amend
hiring practices to increase the number of
apprentices within their own workforces.
IBEW and Edison Electric Institute
honour lineworkers
The IBEW (www.ibew.org) and Edison Electric Institute (EEI, www.eei.org) recently
saluted the men and women who keep electricity flowing to our homes and businesses.
Electrical lineworkers construct and maintain electric transmission and distribution facilities and, following outages, get the lights back
on. This dedication to duty was never more on
display, say EEI and IBEW, than during last
fall, following Superstorm Sandy.
“More homes and businesses lost power as
a result of Sandy than from any other storm
in U.S. history—estimates are that 10 million
customers were impacted,” said EEI president
Tom Kuhn. “The industry assembled a virtual
army of 67,000 utility lineworkers and tree cutters, representing 80 companies from as far away
as Canada, California, and Hawaii. They risked
their lives working around the clock to complete
the restoration process, which was extremely
technical, time-consuming and dangerous.”
In the States, congressman Phil Gingrey
along with senators Johnny Isakson and
Michael Bennet submitted resolutions in support of designating April 18, 2013, as National
Linemen Appreciation Day (the Senate unanimously approved its resolution on April 10).
“Hurricanes, ice storms and other devastating
natural disasters certainly put the spotlight on
the nation’s power lineworkers. We’re grateful
to these courageous, hardworking folks who
deal with the dangers of electricity during these
critical periods, as well as every working day,”
said IBEW president Ed Hill.

4/15/11 11:59:45 AM
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CSA to reference PEARL reconditioning
standards in CSA Z463

Canadian Standards Association (CSA, www.
csa.ca) has announced its decision to include
the Professional Electrical Apparatus Recyclers
League (PEARL, www.pearl1.org) electrical
reconditioning, inspect and test standards in
the CSA Z463 Guideline on Maintenance of
Electrical Systems.
Due to be released later this year, Canada’s
new national electrical maintenance guideline
will provide a concise set of documents that
helps electrical system managers protect workers and property, as well as extend the life of
electrical equipment.
CSA officials said PEARL’s Reconditioning
standards will be an important reference for the
final electrical maintenance guideline. PEARL’s
Reconditioning standards include technical
guidance on the inspection, cleaning, reconditioning, testing, and documentation of industrial and commercial electrical equipment.
“With the addition of advice on equipment
reconditioning and use of refurbished electrical equipment to CSA Z463, the PEARL
Reconditioning standards were accepted as
the best available standards in this specialized
subject area,” said Dave Shanahan, CSA Z463
project manager. “For this reason, the CSA
Technical Committee agreed to reference
these standards as recommended practice in
the new guideline.”
“CSA’s consideration of PEARL’s Reconditioning Standards underscores the importance
of electrical maintenance,” added PEARL
president Malcom Frederick. “We are pleased
to serve as a resource in the creation of this
very important guideline.”
The CSA Z463 electrical maintenance
guideline follows the development of two
other standards: CSA Z462 Workplace Electrical Safety (the Canadian equivalent of
NFPA 70E) and CSA Z460 Control of Hazardous Energy and Other Methods (used for
energy isolation and lockout).
Ontario launches saveONenergy program
for Aboriginal communities
The Ontario Power Authority (OPA, www.
powerauthority.on.ca) and First Nations
Engineering Services (www.fnesl.ca) want to
help Aboriginal communities reduce their
electricity costs and consumption with the
new saveONenergy Aboriginal Conservation
Program (bit.ly/17HUfd6), the first of its kind
in the province, they say.
According to OPA, the program provides
customized conservation services designed to
help remote and northern First Nation communities reduce their electricity consumption.
It is also expected to create up to 30 clean
energy jobs in select Aboriginal communities,
such as program managers, community coordinators, canvassers and energy auditors.
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Hydro Ottawa proud to fund Crime Stoppers rewards
Hydro Ottawa (www.hydroottawa.com) says it is proud to fund Crime
Stoppers (www.crimestoppers.ca) rewards for tips that have helped shut
down marijuana grow operations and stop the theft of power. National
Capital Area Crime Stoppers provides cash rewards for those who anonymously provide information in order to help Ottawa police detect and
solve crime.
“In all, Crime Stoppers has helped recover over $90 million worth of stolen
property and illicit drugs since the program began locally in 1985,” said
Wayne Bissett, president of the National Capital Area Crime Stoppers.
In 2012, the tips program helped Ottawa Police seize 1264 marijuana
plants, valued at more than $1.3 million. Eight charges were laid for possession for the purpose of trafficking and theft of electricity. Hydro Ottawa
has reimbursed Crime Stoppers for the rewards paid relating to these cases.
“It is vital to protect citizens and our employees from the dangers of grow houses and their dangerous electrical wiring,” said Bryce Conrad, Hydro Ottawa’s president and CEO. “We are proud to
continue working with Crime Stoppers, an organization dedicated to improving our community.”
To report a tip anonymously and earn a reward of up to $2000, call Crime Stoppers at
800-222-8477 (TIPS) or text to CRIMES with the keyword “tip252”.
“Our government is committed to ensuring
Aboriginal peoples have access to the tools
they need to succeed. This program will help
Métis, urban Aboriginal peoples and First
Nation communities manage electricity costs
and conserve energy,” said David Zimmer,
minister of Aboriginal affairs. “I encourage all
Aboriginal communities to learn more.”
“Conservation will always be our first priority
for Ontario’s electricity system, because it’s less
costly than new generation and it helps consumers manage their electricity costs,” said Colin
Andersen, CEO of OPA. “We are pleased to be
working closely with Ontario’s First Nation and
Métis communities to help them use energy
efficiently and manage energy costs.”
In the first year of the program, eight First
Nation communities, including two remote
communities, will be selected to implement
conservation measures to meet their energy
needs. All First Nation communities across
Ontario are encouraged to apply. The Aboriginal Conservation Program will also provide
Métis and urban Aboriginal peoples with support and information to more easily access
province-wide conservation programs offered
by local utilities, said OPA.
“Thanks to programs like this, Ontario is a
North American conservation leader,” added
Bob Chiarelli, minister of energy. “The least
expensive energy is the energy we don’t use,
and more Ontario families and businesses are
embracing conservation and using electricity
more efficiently.”
Members in participating communities will
have access to a certified energy auditor, and
eligible businesses and facilities can receive
assessments for their lighting and water-heating systems.
Manitoba aims to be among safest places
to work in North America
Manitoba says it now has a new strategic
action plan to prevent workplace injury and
illness, and to better ensure every worker
makes it home safely at the end of the day.
“This comprehensive strategy follows the
province’s most extensive review of injury and
illness prevention in more than a decade, and

doubles resources dedicated to injury and illness prevention,” said Jennifer Howard, family
services and labour minister. “It strengthens
our safety and health laws, and will ensure
employers are rewarded for practices that
make their workplaces safer and healthier.”
The Manitoba government’s Five-Year Plan
for Injury and Illness Prevention incorporates
recommendations from three reports issued in
early April as part of a wide-ranging review of
workplace injury and illness prevention. The
new strategy details include:
• doubling funding for prevention services,
• creating new requirements under the Workplace Safety & Health Act that more clearly
define workers’ legal rights, require mandatory orientation of new workers and provide
stronger protection when a worker refuses
unsafe work,
• investing in resources that will ensure every
high school student has access to workplace
health & safety information in the classroom
or online, and materials to help parents
prepare their children to know about their
rights to a safe workplace when they start
their first job,
• requiring mandatory safety orientation for
new workers,
• providing a mobile safety lab to bring safety
awareness training and tools to rural worksites, and
• creating a leadership team of business
owners and executives to help inform and
mentor other business owners.
“Dedicating more resources to prevention will
help make Manitoba one of the safest places
to work in North America,” said Howard.
“Enforcement is also an important part of
injury prevention, and our safety and health
laws will be among the strongest in the country. Safety and health officers will now have the
tools needed to ensure compliance.”
The minister also announced the Workers’
Compensation Board of Manitoba will develop a
strategy to eliminate claim suppression and inappropriate return-to-work practices, while
ensuring employers that engage in genuine injury
prevention are recognized and rewarded. That
new strategy is expected in the fall of 2013.

industry news
RECALL - Overheating and fire
hazards with Optimus Tower
quartz heaters
The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) says Family Dollar Stores is
recalling 19,640 Optimus Tower quartz
heaters due to overheating and fire hazards. Family Dollar Stores has received
10 reports of overheating, including
some reports of temperature knobs melting. The firm has not received reports of
injury, fire or property damage.
Optimus Tower quartz heaters are
portable electric tower heaters, standing about 10-in wide, 25-in tall and 9-in
deep. The heaters have a white metal
casing with a white plastic top, a wire
cage protecting the heating elements
and vent slits at the bottom. The front
section of the top has the brand name
Optimus, a power light, a caution light
and two dials. One dial turns the heater
On or Off and selects the power of either
750W or 1500W. The other control knob
selects the heat range between High and
Low. The rear section of the top has fire,
high temperature and shock warnings
and diagrams of the heater being used in
750W mode and 1500W mode. Model
number “H-5232” is on a silver sticker on
the bottom of the heater below the words
“Optimus” and “Quartz Heater.”
The affected units were sold exclusively at Family Dollar Stores from September 2012 through December 2012.
Consumers should stop using this
product unless otherwise instructed.
The heaters should be unplugged and
returned to any Family Dollar Stores
location for a full refund
Inquires can be directed to Family
Dollar Stores at (800) 547-0359 from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
or online at www.familydollar.com, then
click on Product Recalls in the Help section at the bottom of the page.
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GE opens new $1.5-million product
introduction accelerator lab
Saying it will enable its engineers to design, develop
and deliver new products faster than ever, GE
announced the opening of its $1.5-million, 17,000-sf
New Product Introduction (NPI) Accelerator Lab at
the business’ HQ in Plainville, Conn.
“From rapid-prototyping capabilities to shorten
product-cycle time, to our tear-down area for
conducting product comparison analysis, this new
facility with state-of-the-art equipment enables our
team to quickly troubleshoot design challenges,
apply manufacturing processes and gain invaluable hands-on experience,” said Paul Singer, senior
executive of engineering for GE’s Industrial Solutions business (www.geindustrial.com).
The lab features a team room, high-tech
machine shop, product tear-down area and pilotrun production area. To celebrate the facility’s
opening, GE is hosting a Technology Day for local
high school students, employees and media with a
variety of activities to inspire “creative engineering
and the spirit of innovation”.

O’Neil Electric and Bartle & Gibson honoured
at Affiliated Spring meeting
North American wholesale marketing group Affiliated
Distributors (AD, www.adhq.com) recently held its annual
Electrical Division Spring Network Meeting, and a couple
of Canadian affiliates were recognized with awards for growth
and participation:
• Highest Overall Participation: Bartle & Gibson
(www.bartlegibson.com)
• Greatest Overall Growth in Remittances:
O’Neil Electric Supply (www.oneilelectric.com)
Congratulations! AD also reminded delegates of the following
upcoming 2013 events:
• AD Canada Electrical AGM,
June 10-12 in Charlevoix, Que.
• Clean Energy Summit, July 15-18 in Anaheim, Calif.
• Electrical Division North American Meeting,
October 7-9 in National Harbor, Md.
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W

ithout transformers, electricity could not be produced and transmitted over long distances, nor
would it power urban centres and industrial complexes. Once a thriving Canadian industry,
transformer manufacturing has been challenged in recent
years by increased competition from offshore players, with
dumping margins close to 20% and a loss of skilled
resources—mainly due to an aging workforce.
There are only a few Canadian-based power transformer
manufacturers still operating in the country yet, with combined direct and indirect economic benefits, they remain an
important contributor to the Canadian economy. Now, as
new prospects for accelerated growth emerge, the time has
come for all stakeholders to engage in solutions that will
advance Canada’s interests through a vibrant, sustainable
transformer industry—an essential local pillar in a secure and
reliable energy system.

Canada: a record of leadership
50 years ago, the transformer industry’s health was at an
all-time high, as utilities and industrial customers in Canada
(and the U.S.) invested heavily in electrical infrastructure.
During the expansionary period of the 1960s and 1970s,
electrical equipment companies—including transformer
manufacturers—experienced rapid growth and provided
high-value jobs—especially in technical disciplines, such as
transformer design, electrical and mechanical drafting.
There was a proliferation of engineers, technicians and
trades involved in electrical wiring, high-voltage testing,
machining, welding, and coil winding and insulation systems—many of whom immigrated to Canada from various
parts of the world, including Britain, Europe and Asia. The
influx of skills drove the development of local talent in
engineering and manufacturing, and resulted in a critical
mass of knowledge that not only advanced the Canadian
grid system, but was recognized worldwide.
The world’s first 735kV and 765kV power transformers
were designed and manufactured in Canada. As the industry thrived, Canada’s own expertise in transformer manufacturing and electromechanical design kept pace with the
rest of the world.
Forces of transformation
The 1980s and 1990s brought difficult economic conditions, and North America’s entire electrical industry restructured and downsized. Closures, mergers, acquisitions and
relocation to other countries or jurisdictions were commonplace within various electrical/electronic sectors, including
consumer electronics, appliances, motors, lighting, highand low-voltage circuit breakers, and transformers.
As new growth opportunities emerged in South America
and Asia, many companies chose to relocate skilled personnel and manufacturing plants, and supporting industries
went to those same jurisdictions. However, a few other
companies retained their local operations and continued to
invest and grow during this down period.
After 2000, when demand for electricity and electrical
products (including transformers) improved, these companies were then challenged to meet demand with their
remaining knowledge capacity. The 2008 economic crisis
tempered those pressures but, recently, growth opportunities have risen again. While a welcome development, such
prospects have created a new dilemma on how domestic
companies can ramp up to serve demand, and how they can
be supported as they enter a new growth phase.
Current opportunities and threats
Investments to replace aging infrastructure, as well as
heightened demand from red-hot resource-based industries, are now fuelling growth prospects for the transformer
industry. In Canada alone, capital expenditures in new
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electrical infrastructure, including transformers, are forecast to exceed
$200 billion over the next 20 years, and total North American expenditures are forecast at 10 times that amount.
This growth is mainly attributed to service expansions in resourcebased industries, new green co-generation initiatives, electrical infrastructure rebuilds and continuing PCB replacement programs. In addition,
many transformers are approaching—and even exceeding—the end of
their useful 25- to 30-year service lives. (It is not unusual to find transformers of 40 years and some approaching 70.)
A significant number of successful transformer ‘life extension’ programs
have been employed over the past 20 years, but the reality is that, very
shortly, this equipment will need to be replaced with more-efficient units
built to the latest standards and smart grid features. Despite this promising outlook, the industry faces several constraints.
The deteriorated markets of the 1980s and 1990s stripped the North
American transformer industry of technologies and technical expertise,
as well as critical manufacturing jobs. Those now reside in countries that
compete in North America with price levels difficult to match.
The loss of talent hampers the domestic industry’s ability to staff up
and meet rising demands. And, with the looming retirement of baby
boomers, these conditions will only worsen. According to a 2008 Electrical Sector Council survey, over 74% of the industry’s managers, 50% of
its engineers and technicians and 54% of tradespeople are over 45.
What’s more, dumping has become a critical issue, impeding the ability
of companies who have stayed in North America to compete. Recently
the U.S. Transformer Fair Trade Coalition supported the U.S. Department of Commerce’s preliminary determination that imports of liquid
dielectric large power transformers from Korea are being dumped in the
United States at an average dumping margin found to be 29.93%.
Similarly, following complaints by two leading manufacturers in
Canada, the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) on October 22,
2012, determined that 100% of the subject goods imported from the
Republic of Korea into Canada from October 1, 2010, to March 31, 2012,
had been dumped at a weighted average dumping margin of 19.5%, causing injury to the domestic industry.
Despite these numerous threats to its sustainability, the transformer
industry still managed to persevere, providing considerable benefit to the
Canadian economy.
Returning value to Canada
While less visible to governments and consumers than the automotive
or consumer electronics sectors, transformer manufacturers contribute
substantially to Canada’s economic well-being in terms of GDP, employment, capital and research investments, secondary industries, tax revenues
and local charities.
These benefits include the equivalent of $1 billion in direct and indirect economic output, procurement of $189 million in Canadian goods
and services, and generating $422 million in GDP. Canada’s power transformer industry also spent $81 million in wages in 2012, employed 2800
skilled and tradespeople, and over 430 technical and engineering professionals in 11 manufacturing plants throughout Canada.
In addition to paying municipal, provincial and federal taxes, transformer manufacturers make annual contributions to local social, medical,
arts and sports organizations, and charities. These tangible contributions
cannot be matched through the importation of electrical transformers
from offshore.
Alongside these tangible economic contributions, the transformer
manufacturing industry provides many less quantifiable benefits as well.
For example, it supplies ready access to local technical support, expertise,
product supply and local transformer repair and other services. Access
to technical consultations, familiarity with local codes and standards,
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knowledge, and local service and support under emergency conditions are
intangible benefits that Canada’s transformer industry provides to industrial companies and utilities.
Historically, the transformer industry has also acted as a primary catalyst
in replenishing aging talent deficits, by offering local graduates high-paying, value-added jobs, thereby also supporting university and technical college educational programs. What’s more, the industry actively participates
in Canada’s technical, industrial and business organizations. These include
local trade groups, chambers of commerce, charities, professional associations, as well as technical committees of the Canadian Standards Association (CSA), Canadian Electrical Association (CEA), Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC) and others.
Annual membership fees and technical contributions to the improvement of existing standards and development of new ones, including energy
efficiency guidelines, help nurture these organizations and sustain their
work for the betterment of the country.
A call for action
Given its value in terms of GDP, employment, services and intellectual
capital, the case for supporting and further developing the transformer
industry is compelling. To neglect its very pressing needs is to abandon its
considerable benefits—both tangible and intangible—and place Canada
at risk of total reliance on offshore producers (some in politically unstable
countries) as a source of critical components for electrical supply systems.
This would be unwise at a time when the country needs more transformers to meet infrastructure requirements. For its part, without recognition of its value and support for its actions at home, the industry will be
faced with reconsidering where future investment options ought to lie.
With good prospects for the industry’s growth, the challenge is to invest
in and support a home-grown industry that can capitalize on emerging
opportunities, provide safe, reliable electrical transmission, return benefits
to the Canadian economy, and bring social advantages to Canadians.
Taking on the challenge
Meeting that challenge will take action on several fronts:
• Government will need to be vigilant to unfair trade practices and supportive of industry’s anti-dumping efforts.
• Publicly funded research and development programs will need to
encourage reinvestment in the domestic industry.
• Utilities and other users of transformers can support the industry
through supportive procurement policies.
• The industry will need to be more visible and demonstrate its strength
and value.
• As business conditions strengthen, transformer manufacturers will need
to invest in equipment and other initiatives to drive efficiency and competitiveness. The currency advantage is not likely to return any time
soon.
• The talent deficit may be filled through collaborative action among
government, industry and educational institutions. Training, scholarships such as the EFC Scholarship Foundation, mentoring programs and
employment incentives can serve to reverse a troubling trend and create
high-value jobs in Canada.
Transformers will always be essential to a dependable supply of electric
power throughout the grid. When one considers their role in preserving
the integrity of Canada’s (and North America’s) electrical grid, the strategic
importance of a local supply of ‘Quality Engineered and Made in Canada’
transformers for Canada’s electrical utilities and large industrials is clearly
evident. Without it, we risk compromising the country’s future expansion
and electrical infrastructure regeneration.
This article is based on the paper “Transformers and the Electrical Grid System”
© 2013 Electro-Federation Canada, a national not-for-profit association comprising three councils that, together, represent over 300 member companies that
manufacture, distribute and service electrical, electronic and telecom products.
The Electrical Council within EFC is the meeting place for over 200 companies
involved in the manufacture, distribution and sale of electrical products, systems
and components in Canada. The Power & Distribution Transformer Sections represent the interests of the leading oil-filled transformer manufacturers that supply
the Canadian market.

NON-METALLIC MOUNTING

FOR FLUSH-TO-THE-WALL MOUNTING OF FLAT SCREEN TVs

BRACKETS

PLASTIC TV BOX

FOR CLASS 2 LOW VOLTAGE WIRING

IN NEW AND RETROFIT WORK

R EC ESS E D P OW E R / LOW VO LTAG E CO M B O B OX ES
NEW

Nail-on
LVN1
New
Construction

LV1
for
Existing
Walls

TM

CED130

TVBU505GC
POWER and LOW VOLTAGE BOX

LVMB2

for NEW WORK

with CED130 cable entry device

...or RETROFIT

View LV1
Video

LVS1

DVFR2GC
with
voltage
separator
installed

Arlington’s non-metallic mounting brackets are the
best way to install Class 2 wiring! They seat wall
plates flush with the mounting surface – install faster
and cost less than metal!
In existing construction, centered mounting wing
screws pull bracket securely against the wall.
The LV series (LV1 and multiple gang brackets)
adjust to fit 1/4" to 1" wall thicknesses.

CED130 CABLE ENTRY DEVICE

Arlington’s PLASTIC recessed combination power and low voltage boxes – TV BOX™ and
Indoor IN BOX™ – offer the secure, easy way to mount flat screen TVs flush against a wall.

For new construction, the nail or screw-on LVN series
brackets attach to a wood stud. They cost less than
extension rings and install faster than mud rings.
For screw-on, steel stud installations, try the LVS or
LVMB series.

The job looks great because plugs and connectors stay inside these
Listed boxes without extending past the wall.
© 2008-2013 Arlington Industries, Inc.

All are available in one to four-gangs.

LV2

LVMB1

View T V BOX
Video

Available in 2-, 3- and 4-gang styles for retrofit or new work.
Each offers power and/or low voltage in one or more of the
other openings. There’s a box to fit nearly any application!
• Non-metallic box with paintable white trim plate
• RETROFIT Mounting wing screws pull box against wall
NEW WORK Box screw-mounts to stud
• Includes ground clip;
optional covers available

Arlington
Patented. Other patents pending.
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NON-METALLIC

4-GANG
TVB613GC

3-GANG TVBU507GC

2-GANG
TVBU505GC, DVFR2GC

www.arlingtonlowvoltage.com Scranton, PA 18517 800/233-4717

FOR SIDING

QUICKLATCH

FIXTURE BOXES

BETTER...USE IT JUST LIKE A PIPE HANGER

I NSTALL B EFOR E OR AF TER TH E SI DI NG

®

2-1/2" to 4" SIZES
• Mounts to wall,
Patented
strut, stud
• Fast, easy
installation.
Press pipe
firmly into
QuickLatch to lock
in place. That’s it!
• QuickLatch...for 1/2" to 4"rigid,
EMT, IMC and PVC

Arlington’s boxes give you the fastest, easiest way
to install light fixtures and receptacles on siding.

BOTH 8081FGC & 8141FGC...
• Easy to install before or after siding
• Ground clip for fixture
installations; NM cable connector
• UV rating for long outdoor use
• Textured, paintable finish
• UL/CSA Listed

MOUNT

© 2005 Arlington Industries, Inc.

SAVES ABOUT 25 SECONDS
PER INSTALLATION!
Approximately $1.00 a minute
at $60./hr labor!
Listed for
environmental
air handling spaces

Arlington

PRESS IN

8141FGC

Costs 20% Less
than 8081FGC

for RIGID,
EMT, PVC, IMC
Size

Cat. No.

2-1/2"
3"
3-1/2"
4"

NM2060
NM2070
NM2080
NM2090

TVBU505GC
TV BOX™
For Power
and
Low Voltage

DVFR2GC
IN BOX™
with
separator
for Power and/or Low Voltage

LVS2

Patented/Other patents pending
©2008-2011 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Arlington

DVFR2GC POWER and/or LOW VOLTAGE COMBINATION BOX

8141FGC

VS

8081FGC

Fixture Box

Electrical Box

ONE-piece
No extra cover to
lose or store

TWO-pieces
electrical cover & box

For light fixtures

For light fixtures;
standard receptacles

LOCKED!
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Arlington
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Patented ©2007, REV 2010 Arlington Industries, Inc.
© 2012 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Patents pending

calendar
IN CASE YOU MISSED IT...

• EBMag checks out the MCEE Expo in
Montreal, Que., which features leading players in
the worlds of HVAC, electrical and lighting.
Visit bit.ly/ZK3enP.
VIDEO • Masterack reveals SmartSpace lightweight,
configurable storage systems. Visit bit.ly/10teW8p.
PHOTOS • See photos from Ontario Energy
Network’s (OEN’s) April luncheon in Toronto, Ont.
Visit bit.ly/11vKUmr.

Visit EBMag.com and click Calendar to see an extensive list of upcoming events.

PHOTOS

EBMAG PRESENTS:
Partners in Training 2013
• une 1 Dartmouth, N.S. “Maintenance & Reliability”
• eptem er 2 Sudbury, Ont. “Shutdowns & Turnarounds”
• cto er 1 Mississauga, Ont. “Maintenance & Reliability”
DETAILS coming soon!
Visit www.partnersintraining.ca

CSA Group Annual Conference &
Committee Week
une 1 -1 Calgary, Alta.
Visit bit.ly/KLGjrk
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Electrical Maintenance
& Reliability
A presentation of EBMag
une 1 Dartmouth, N.S.
Visit www.partnersintraining.ca
EASA 2013 Convention
Electrical Apparatus Service Association
une 0- uly 2 Las Vegas, Nev.
Visit www.easa.com

Aimlite is a proud
Canadian manufacturer

42nd WorldSkills Competition
uly 2- Leipzig, Germany
Visit www.worldskillsleipzig2013.com
IEEE PES T&D Committee
General Meeting
IEEE Power & Energy Society,
Transmission & Distribution Committee
uly 21-2 Vancouver, B.C.
Visit www.ieee-pes.org
International Utility Locate Rodeo
uly 2 -2 Athens, Ga.
Visit www.locaterodeo.com

We produce a wide variety
of products such as
Induction

IEEE Canada Electrical Power
& Energy Conference (EPEC):
“Innovative Leadership
for Renewable Energy”
ugust 21-2 Halifax, N.S.
Visit sites.ieee.org/epec2013
BICSI Fall Conference & Exhibition
eptem er 1 -1 Las Vegas, Nev.
Visit www.bicsi.org

Fluorescents

H.I.D

ECAO Annual Industry Conference
Electrical Contractors
Association of Ontario
eptem er 1 -22
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.
Visit www.ecao.org
WILL BE
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Emergency
Lighting

Goose Necks
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IAEI Canadian Section Conference
International Association of Electrical
Inspectors
eptem er 20-22 Saskatoon, Sask.
Visit www.iaei.org

LED

Recessed

60th IEEE IAS PCIC
Annual Conference
Industry Applications Society, Petroleum
& Chemical Industry Committee
eptem er 2 -2 Chicago, Ill.
Visit ewh.ieee.org/soc/ias/pcic
Shutdowns &
Turnarounds
A presentation of EBMag
eptem er 2 Sudbury, Ont.
Visit www.partnersintraining.ca
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mind your safety

Dave Smith

Emergency response: methods of release
Part three

O

ur electrical industry also
needs to adopt concepts
from the dangerous goods
industry. In that industry,
there is a detailed list of every
hazardous material and a specific
placard for it. We need to develop
specific identifiers in the electrical
industry for every voltage level,
and put placards on every panel.
Enter into many indoor substations or electrical rooms and
you will be faced with multiple
sets of electrical, grey look-alike
cabinets with nothing apparent
to distinguish one voltage level
from another. There will also be
no indication of the main disconnect means other than a small
plastic label.
I recommend the voltage of
every system be prominently
identified in the top centre of
all accessible sides in 16-in. high
letters, and the main disconnect door be identified with Fire
Engine Red paint.
There are many ways that even
experienced workers can find
themselves in trouble. One of our
senior instructors, Ed Rideout,
relates a story in his class of an
incident that happened when he
was maintenance supervisor in
a generating station. One of his
electricians had de-energized,
locked out and tagged a 5kV
motor starter. He had gone around
to the back of the switchgear and
was at the back of the cubicle.
The electrician had the door
off when Ed arrived and said,
“You are in the wrong cubicle”.
His electrician said, “No, this is
Number 2 pump,” and Ed said,
“No it is Number 1. It is the 7th
cubicle from the end, and you
have locked and tagged the 8th
cubicle... I counted them”.
As it turned out, the doors
had been inadvertently mixed up
during the last maintenance turnaround. This is why you number
the concrete in front of your
cubicles, and include the necessity
to check them in your procedures.
When there is no apparent
way to disconnect, you may have
to remove the victim from the
source of power; the ease with
which you will be able to do this
depends on how tightly the victim
is clinging to it. Every one of us

There are also some situations where it is too risky to attempt a rescue
and, in those unfortunate situations, you will live with the trauma that
every accident witness has also had to live with.
carries insulators on us. At low
voltage, a leather belt whipped
around someone’s arm can be
used to pull them away. Your shirt
can be used in the same way to
pull someone away.
Imagine right now that
someone around you was hung up
on a circuit: what could you use
to release them while remaining
safe yourself?
The reason that fire crews practice regularly is so that, when they
encounter a fire, their practice
has prepared them and actions
become automatic. You need to
do the same mentally for electrical accidents. Firefighters can run
into a thousand different situations; their training is general so
it can be applied to all situations.
Prepare yourself and your workers as well.

Fulham has you covered with new
347V cULus RaceHorse™ brand CFL
fluorescent ballasts. These operate
one or two lamps (13W, 18W, 26W or
42W CFLs and more), have push-in
connectors (on backs and sides), and are
available with or without mounting studs.
They are optionally offered in contractorfriendly kits that include a ballast, a stud
adapter plate, a wire removal tool and a
lead wire set. Place your order today!

We know that, in an electrical
rescue, the victim is going to have
a difference of potential across
his body. Most likely, his body
is between one live source and
ground, and you will have to get
them off the live source. An alternative may be to divert the current. When a person inadvertently
has his hand stuck in a panel, the
first natural reaction is to pull
out, but were they to push in and
ground their hand and arm, the
current flow may be diverted.
Were someone accidently
connected to a remote piece of
equipment because of an internal
insulation fault and a failure of
the ground system to function
properly, then finding a way to
short the cabinet to ground with
something as simple as a pry bar
or crowbar may divert the current

to ground and reduce the voltage
across the victim.
There are also some situations
where it is too risky to attempt a
rescue and, in those unfortunate
situations, you will live with the
trauma that every accident witness
has also had to live with. Hopefully, when you see an electrical
accident and a victim needs to be
released, following some of these
suggestions may be of value.
Until next time, be ready, be
careful and be safe.©
Canada Training Group has been providing consulting services to industry
since 1980; Dave Smith, the president, can be reached at davesmith@
canada-training-group.ca. At www.
canada-training-group.ca, you will
find this article (and others) to help
support your own safety initiatives.

347V CFL
BALLASTS
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Get ready for first-ever

cablebus standard
in North America
PHOTO COURTESY UNITED WIRE & CABLE

Steve Douglas

T

he new standard for cablebus
C22.2 No. 273 is scheduled
for publication by September
of this year. This new standard
will be the first for cablebus in North
America. The committee includes the
six major cablebus manufacturers in
North America, two switchgear
manufacturers, CSA and an IAEI
(International Association of Electrical
Inspectors) representative.

Contact Humber for more information
Michael Auchincloss, Program Coordinator
416.675.6622 x 78002
michael.auchincloss@humber.ca

Cablebus is an assembly
Cablebus is an assembly of insulated
conductors with fittings and conductor
terminations in a completely enclosed,
ventilated or non-ventilated protective
metal housing. In most cases, cablebus
will be approved by either certification
or field evaluation, and is typically
assembled at the point of installation
from the components furnished by the
cablebus manufacturer. Accompanying the
cablebus, the manufacturer will provide
installation instructions and drawings for
the specific installation to facilitate:
a)
b)
c)
d)

system design
construction
firestop rating (where applicable)
weatherproof entrance fittings
(where applicable)
e) bonding, conductor and shield
terminations (where applicable)
f) grounding of shields (where
applicable) and installation
g) inclusion of electrical detail of the
conductor configuration, together
with enclosure dimensions
h) specification of maximum allowable
span support
i) vertical installations
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Cablebus nameplate
To assist the electrical contractor and
electrical inspector, the main nameplate
will include:
a) the manufacturer’s name, trademark
or other descriptive marking by
which the organization responsible
for the product can be identified
b) the electrical ratings:
• rated nominal voltage
(Vrms or Vdc)
• frequency in Hz
• allowable ampacity (A) based
on ambient temperature* of XX*C,
and based on a maximum operating
temperature of XX*C- short circuit
current rating
• number of phases (poles for DC)
• 3-wire or 4-wire
• Maximum continuous current
rating _XX_A, when connected
to a 100% continuous rated
overcurrent device
• Maximum continuous current
rating _XX_A, when connected
to a 80% continuous rated
overcurrent device
* Note: the temperature is the maximum
ambient temperature in which the equipment
was designed to operate.
c)

the month and year of manufacture,
at least, shall be marked on the
cablebus system in a location
accessible without the use of tools
d) the number of conductors and size
per phase
e) as a minimum, the allowable ampacity
(A) based on a maximum operating
temperature of 75C shall be included
on the nameplate

b) installation is intended in areas
i) accessible only to authorized persons
ii) isolated by elevation or by barriers; and
iii) where qualified electrical maintenance
personnel service the installation.

Live

Class A cablebus is designed with protection from
conductor contact provided by the design and
construction of the enclosure. Class B cablebus
is intended to be installed in areas accessible to

Bleed
Trim

Cablebus is an
assembly of insulated
conductors with
fittings and conductor
terminations in a
completely enclosed,
ventilated or nonventilated protective
metal housing.

authorized persons, isolated by elevation or by
barriers, and where qualified electrical maintenance
personnel service the installation.
This article was originally published as “Cablebus”
in IAEI’s January/February 2013 edition. Steve
Douglas is presently the senior technical codes
specialist for QPS Evaluation Services and the
2012–2013 international president of the
International Association of Electrical Inspectors.

Bleed
Trim
Live

f)

type of material, such as
stainless steel (including
the type), aluminum, etc.,
and, if carbon steel, Type
1 (hot-dip galvanized),
Type 2 (mill galvanized) or
Type 3 (electrodeposited
zinc) as applicable. (If the
manufacturer’s catalogue
number marked on the
product would readily lead
the user to the required
information published by the
manufacturer, this marking is
not mandatory)
g) a warning label that reads,
“Warning! Do not use as a
walkway, ladder or support
for personnel”
h) the design drawing number
for the specific installation
Maximum continuous
current rating
The maximum continuous
current rating will assist in
the application of Canadian
Electrical Code (CEC) Rules
12-2260 and 8-104, and help
provide consistency with respect
to conductor loading. In addition
to these nameplate markings,
cablebus will be one of two
classes corresponding with the
Items (a) and (b) in CEC Rule
12-2252. CEC Part I Rule
12-2252 states:
• 12-2252 Use of cablebus
(see Appendix B)

“An energy audit helped us
identify opportunities to save money
by reducing electricity use.”
Mike Bannon,
Mik
B
VP of Production, Tempo Plastics

Saving energy makes sense
– business sense.
Get up to 70% off
project costs, including:
• Engineering studies
• On-site energy manager
• Key system upgrades
• Monitoring and targeting

Energy efficiency incentives from your local electric utility are available for
manufacturing operations like yours. Whether you’re in the plastics and
packaging, automotive or food and beverage industry, you may be covered
for up to 70% of your project costs, including engineering studies and process
and systems upgrades to help lower operating costs.

Big or small, every Ontario business can benefit from energy efficiency.
Contact your local electric utility or visit saveonenergy.ca/industrial

• Cablebus shall be permitted
for use where
a)

protection from contact with
conductors is provided by
design and construction of
the enclosure; or

Subject to additional terms and conditions found at saveonenergy.ca. Subject to change without notice.
A mark of the Province of Ontario protected under Canadian trade-mark law. Used under licence.
OM
Official Marks of the Ontario Power Authority.
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it's your business

Mark Borkowski

The 10 most common pricing mistakes
Is it time to revaluate your pricing policies?

D

ennis Brown is a partner at Californiabased Atenga Inc., a leading pricing
authority to commercial and industrial
companies worldwide. The company has
resources and processes for improving clients’
profits by optimizing prices and improving
price performance. Their most surprising
finding has been how often price optimization
can raise prices and improves sales volumes at
the same time.
I asked Dennis about price strategy. He said,
“It is emerging as the most important resource
for companies to increase their competitive
advantage”. The vast majority of companies
have spent years achieving gains through costcutting, outsourcing, process re-engineering
and the adoption of innovative technologies.
However, the incremental benefits from
these important activities are diminishing,
and companies are looking at other areas for
improving their business results.
Brown believes companies are looking to
serve well-defined market segments with
specialized products, messages, product
variants and services, and earn superior profit
margins while doing so. Savvy companies are
implementing price optimization schemes and
focusing on building their organizations to
serve their most profitable customers. Many
are seeing improvements by ‘firing’ their
unprofitable customers.
Too many companies, however, use simplistic
pricing processes, and some cannot even
identify their most profitable products, product

lines, customers or customer segments.
This lack of information means too many
management teams have their sales staff
focusing the bulk of their time servicing the
least profitable of their customers. Some
companies even embrace policies and pricing
strategies that drive away their best customers,
then wonder why their profits are not growing.
Over the years, Brown has seen examples of
good and bad pricing policies. Here is a list of
10 of the most common mistakes companies
make when pricing their products and services.

1.

Basing prices on costs, not customers’
perception of value. Pricing based on
costs invariably leads to prices that are too high
or, quite often, too low.

2.

Basing prices on ‘the marketplace’.
Management teams must find ways
to differentiate their products or
services to create additional value for specific
market segments.

3.

Attempting to achieve the same profit
margin across different product lines.
For any single product, profit is optimized
when the price reflects the customer’s
willingness to pay.

4.

Failing to segment customers. The value
proposition for any product or service
varies in different market segments, and price
strategy should reflect that difference.

WHEN UPTIME IS YOUR BIGGEST CONCERN,

SPDs THAT WEAR OUT
JUST DON’T CUT IT.

5.

Holding prices at the same level for
too long, ignoring changes in costs,
competitive environment and customers’
preferences. Most companies fear the uproar
of a price change and put it off too long. Savvy
companies acclimate their customers and their
sales forces to frequent price changes.

6.

Incentivizing salespeople on revenue
generated, rather than on profits.
Volume-based sales incentives create a drain on
profits when salespeople are compensated to
push volume at the lowest possible price.

7.

Changing prices without forecasting
competitors’ reactions. Smart companies
know enough about their competitors to
predict their reactions and prepare for them.

8.

Using insufficient resources to manage
pricing practices. Cost, sales volume
and price are the three basic variables that
drive profit.

SurgePure is a Non-Degrading
surge protector that is built
with technology developed
by a former NASA engineer.
SurgePure not only offers
the highest surge capacities
available in the industry but
also has a non-degrading
design that is backed with a full
replacement lifetime warranty
that engineers and contractors
alike have known to trust.
SurgePure extends the life of

• Highest Surge Capacities
in the Industry
• Non-Degrading
‘Single-Element’ Design
• Lifetime Warranty Mach 2 models and up
• LISTED to the new UL 1449,
3rd Ed. Standard
• SCCR on all models - 200kAIC

USA 1.866.959.7873
www.surgepure.com
CANADA 1.877.833.5440
www.surgepure.ca

all equipment thus increasing
productivity, profits, and saving

SURGEPURE  A SURGE PROTECTOR
THAT WON’T WEAR OUT... YOU’LL SEE.
1
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on landfills makes SurgePure
a very green product!
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Savvy companies are
focusing on building
their organizations
to serve their most
profitable customers.

More news can
be found online.
Visit us at EBMag.com

9.

Failing to establish internal
procedures to optimize
prices. The hastily called ‘price
meeting’ has become a regular
occurrence; a last-minute meeting
to set the final price for a new
product or service.

10.

Spending a disproportionate amount of time serving
your least profitable customers.
Most companies do not know who
their most profitable customers
are. Know your customers: 80%
of a company’s profits generally
come from 20% of its customers.
Failure to identify and focus on the
20% leaves companies undefended
against wily competitors.
Brown thinks another big mistake
is that “companies rely on salespeople and other customer-facing
staff for intelligence about the value
perceptions of their customers.
Such people are an uncertain source
because their information-gathering
methodology is usually haphazard, and the information obtained
thereby can be purely anecdotal”.
Such information is neither
precise nor quantifiable. A customer
will rarely tell the complete truth
to a salesperson, so any information
the customer may volunteer will be
biased—often to get the company
to lower their prices.
Salespeople can readily identify
those anecdotes that advance their
interests (e.g. lower prices lead to
higher sales, regardless of profitability) and those that operate against
them. Savvy companies employ
trained professionals to collect and
analyze the data to identify and
evaluate the value perceptions of
their marketplace. Large companies
have entire departments doing this
full-time; smaller companies may
outsource it to a specialist.
Mark Borkowski is president of
Toronto-based Mercantile Mergers
& Acquisitions Corp., and our new
“It’s Your Business” columnist. His
company specializes in the sale of midmarket companies, with acquisition
search representing a portion of
its activity. Visit him at www.
mercantilemergersacquisitions.com.
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A good estimate is more than just a list of materials
John F. Wiesel

D

uring a recent estimating training course,
my thoughts went back to a construction
cartoon that I saw 30 years ago. It showed
about six men in suits on a dock, waving
good-bye and wishing good luck to a construction worker in a row boat. The boat was full of
drawings and specs, but it had no oars!
This memory came back when I asked the
class of middle-aged tradesmen what help,
direction or training they were given to either
manage a project or estimate one... and the
answer was none.
The class was made up of two groups: small
business owners and those who were transferred over to the estimating division of the
company for which they worked. None had any
formal training in estimating. Some could come
up with some kind of take-off, but struggled
with taking it further.
Over the years as a chief estimator and, later,
while training estimators, I have heard the following comments:
If you cannot look at a project and have a
price on it in a day, you are not an estimator
(you are a questimator).
An estimate is a waste of time and company
money (a bad estimate most certainly is).
It is the estimator’s job to get a project,
whatever the cost; it is the project manager
or foreman’s job to make money on it. (Here
is where the blame game comes in... no
teamwork).
If you do not leave anything out, or miss
something, how do you expect to get the job?
(A sure way to start a job on the wrong foot.)
We will make it up on the extras (one of the
biggest lies ever told).
Take-off only what is shown on the drawings,
quote the job as cheap as possible, forget about
the specifications (you will read them when the
shop drawings come back, all redlined!).
Who reads the specs anyways? You only need
them once you get the job (poor guy that has
to do it by the specs).
An estimator is only an office assistant, even
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though he is a tradesperson. He is not worth a
tradesperson’s wages (you get what you pay for).
Price as many jobs as possible and you are
bound to get one (usually the one you do not
want or cannot do).
Here’s the biggest one in the electrical construction industry: if that company can do
it for that price, we can do it lower because
we are better! (Usually the price you chase is
below your cost. You only fool yourself.)
Don’t cheap out on estimating!
Years ago, the company with which I started
out had a formal in-house training program
for all estimators, foremen, project managers
and superintendents. When I was brought in
to estimate, I sat with a seasoned estimator for
the first three weeks, and assisted in taking off a
large project. I was walked through the take-off
process, use of take-off sheets and labour units,
pricing, obtaining special pricing from suppliers,
recapping the job, then making out a proposal.
For the next four months I estimated projects and was walked through each stage of the
estimate. It took me two more years to really
develop into an estimator. When I moved to
a larger company, they sent me on the Suderman estimating course, which was run by Peter
Suderman. He gave us a faster and more accurate way to take-off a job, and gave us a better
insight into what constituted labour hours and
dollars, job costs, mark-up and profit. Even
after that, it took me two years to really work
my way into obtaining jobs that turned out well
for the company.
What am I driving at here? Consider that most
companies, unfortunately, do not provide any
formal training for estimators. They feel that if a
man can run a project, he can estimate one. Some
feel that estimating a job properly is a waste of
time. Shortcut the estimate, obtain the job, lose
your shirt and hope you can get it back on extras
or the next job. This is truly a losing formula.
Companies quote on jobs they have little
chance of getting and, when they do, little
chance of making any money. Time is spent

on an estimate, but the information gained from that exercise
is generally not turned over to
the person running the job. Just
because someone is a good field
electrician, foreman or even a
project manager, it does not make
him a good estimator.
A take-off of material is only
the first part of an estimate; some
can do a take-off, but only a few
can put together a truly descent
estimate. Most electricians do a
take-off for material they need to
do a job, but that’s only the start
of a longer process. It takes a few
years, even as a seasoned estimator,
to work your way into a new company. You’re on a learning curve
with regard to the capabilities of
the company, their labour force
and the type of work they do, as
well as building up customer relations and confidence in yourself.
A great start to a bad job is a
poor estimate. A good estimator is
worth a good wage.

Job costs (related to that particular project).
Mark-up (what it costs to run your company,
even when you do not have any jobs).
Profit (which is not a bad word... that’s why
everyone is in business).
From this you can see that a trained estimator is
more than just a person who can make up a list of
materials needed for a project. A good estimate is
the start of a good job.

John F. Wiesel is president of Suderman Estimating Systems Inc. The company was started in the
1970s by Peter Suderman of Regina, Sask., who
was trying to find a training course for his young
estimators. In 2001, John Wiesel (who had taken
Suderman’s course, and had sent others), bought
the company from Peter, and has taught it ever
since across Canada. John also does consulting on
various projects across Canada and overseas. Visit
www.sudermanestimating.com.

Do it properly. Do it right.
So where do we go from here? If
you want to obtain good jobs that
will pay your overhead and make
you a profit—the reason everyone
goes into business—you have to
start with a good estimate. That
will take someone who can do
more than just a take-off. A trained
and experienced estimator will take
the time to read the specifications
thoroughly, review the drawings
and get a handle on the job. From
there, an accurate take-off must
be done; if you miss material, you
miss labour, mark-up and profit.
There is a sequence to an estimate, and it takes time to do it
properly:
Take-off of fixtures, distribution equipment, special systems,
distribution wiring, mechanical wiring, systems wiring and
branch wiring.
Prices, including special materials sent out to the distributors.
Labouring the material. Some
of the factors that must be taken
into account here are the capabilities of the workforce, time of
year the project is done, quality
of the general contractor, size
and location of the project, quality of design, job schedule, etc.
Labour units in manuals and
computer programs are general
industry averages. This is what
estimating is really about.
The resulting labour hours
need to be turned into dollars
(do you know your true labour
cost per hour).
Techspan_EB_June.indd 1
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Ongoing commissioning:

Advantages
Implemented ongoing commissioning can
generate enormous benefits. A team that uses
ongoing commissioning as their own internal
management strategies is definitely in front
of the competition. With this continuous
improvement culture, every team member
acts as an analyst of the building systems and
Although this kind of solution brings
generates value added information for decisubstantial improvements to the building
sion making. All this involvement simplifies
systems, savings may not be maintained
improvement opportunities identification, and
over time when management processes are
accelerates corrective action implementation
not reinforced as well. This is why ongoing because every member follows the same stratcommissioning, or continuous commission- egy and works to meet the same objective.
ing, is growing in importance in the market.
Another benefit of implementing ongoing
Ongoing commissioning can be applied in commissioning onsite is to standardize the
two very different formats. It can either be
analysis at every management level. Using
fully implemented within the building man- this approach reduces wasted time searching,
agement processes to allow the user to be
analyzing and understanding the root cause of
independent, or it can be delivered as a ser- a problem. It also builds the team knowledge
vice by a subcontractor. Here I explain both about the building systems, which enables
to increase team productivity and reinforces
solutions’ benefits and challenges.
building operations. Moreover, all team memImplemented ongoing commissioning bers speak the same language, which simplifies
Implementing ongoing commissioning often communication—one of the biggest challenges
in any administration.
involves changing the actual management
culture of the local building operation team. It
means the facility managers and maintenance Remote commissioning
employees adopt a continuous improvement
With today’s technology, multiple services
approach in every daily activity to seriously
are available offsite, and a big part of ongoing
improve energy savings and better manage
commissioning can be done this way. Some
operating costs. They use new implemented
companies in the industry are offering ongoing
technology onsite to monitor their building
commissioning as a service, meaning that an
and guide their decision-making process.
external engineering team is looking at building systems with offsite connections.
Challenges
Often called remote commissioning, this
Three main challenges reside in being fully method generally involves a subcontractor (or
independent with ongoing commissioning.
a monitoring centre in large portfolios) who
The first one is obviously technology imple- analyzes the building operations 24/7 and genmentation within the team’s actual toolbox. erates reports for the building managers. Most
Companies selling the approach provide all of the time, these reports include data about
the required technical support, installation
control systems and energy consumption with
services and coaching to successfully start
related corrective actions to improve overall
the process. However, local management
building performances.

two different strategies with great benefits
Philip Desrochers

B

uilding commissioning and re-commissioning
are becoming a standard strategy for many
building managers and owners. It started to grow
in popularity over the last five years to answer
the large demand of energy efficiency projects.

hammondmfg.com
CAN 519.822.2960 | USA 716.630.7030 | sales@hammfg.com
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needs to establish the proper training program
to make sure all the employees understand the
tools they are going to use. It requires a good
analysis of the team’s knowledge and a plan on
how to close the gaps.
The second challenge is to promote the continuous improvement culture and accelerate its
adoption. Training the staff on a new technology is something simple enough to quickly
generate benefits, but changing a management
culture needs more time and discipline. When
using ongoing commissioning, the team needs
to change their thinking and open their management vision to new opportunities. It’s with
coaching and success sharing that each person
will understand the value added of ongoing
commissioning.
The last challenge is the end result of the
two previous ones. In fact, training people and
implementing procedures in a team overloaded
with tasks is the true challenge. It is already
hard to complete all the required work in
maintenance and emergencies that it is often
too hard to implement new methodologies and
technology. This is why being independent in
ongoing commissioning requires a good training, a strong team in place and clear targets.

2013-02-22 10:33 AM

Challenges
Remote commissioning involves similar challenges as any other service
supplied to the building management
team. Security in data exchange is
a good example. Many enterprises
don’t want to share businessrelated information to limit risks of
improper usage. Obviously, remote
commissioning deals with external
connections to the building, but
with the right system in place, all the
information sharing is fully secured.
Using remote services also means
more coordination and more communication with an external supplier. This increases the difficulty in
communicating the problem details
or a solution to a local team, but
a big variety of tools like webcast,
real-time image exchange or cloud
database are available to simplify
information-sharing within various
communication channels.
Another challenge of remote
commissioning is to use outsourced
analysis in day-to-day operations. It
is not always easy to quickly understand an analysis and start the action
suggested by someone not necessarily aware of onsite emergencies and
priorities. To minimize difficulties,
the team can simply put into place
prescheduled periods to revise priorities based on reports items each time
the data arrives.

Which is best?
Both solutions are good: it all
depends on the business strategy the
building management team wants
to undertake. On one hand, implementing ongoing commissioning is
a longer-term solution that ensures

ASSISTANT WANTED!
SEEKING RELIABLE DEPENDABLE HARD
WORKER. ABLE TO HAUL ANYTHING AND
EVERYTHING REQUIRED. MUST BE ABLE
TO GIVE ME THE TOOLS I NEED WHEN
I NEED THEM. ORGANIZATION IS A MUST.
BE PREPARED TO BE ON-CALL 24 HOURS
A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK 365 DAYS A YEAR
EVERY YEAR UNTIL THE WORK IS DONE.

T:9.74”

Advantages
Even though remote commissioning may seem riskier, it has many
advantages to consider. Not having to
implement and take ownership of new
technologies means significant savings in time and training. In a service
format, the overall cost of implementing ongoing commissioning can be
spread over a longer term, reducing
initial investments. This allows starting several projects at the same time,
which is very useful when the team
manages a portfolio of buildings.
When the building management
team adopts the proper procedures
to use the supplied data from each
report, overall energy savings and
productivity increase can be impressive. Working with a professional of
remote commissioning on a frequent
basis helps the team learn faster and
access a standard level of analysis
from the very beginning of the project. Basically, remote commissioning brings a new team player with a
strong expertise to the table.

a new level of performance within the team. It starts
performance. Remote commissioning usually better fits
a culture of continuous improvement to create a new
short- to mid-term projects in which quick savings are
management philosophy based on waste elimination
targeted. Facility managers and building owners then
and opportunity identification that will keep going over need to first identify their goal, then decide on how
time. It generally answers owners’ objectives to reduce
they will use ongoing commissioning as their new mancosts and increase the overall building value in a midagement methodology.
to long-term investment.
On the other hand, remote commissioning allows
Philip Desrochers leads the overall operations of ADMS
easy access to ongoing commissioning benefits with
Technologies Inc., which specializes in building management
fewer challenges on training. It enables the team to
optimization. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Engineering
interact with experts and get solid, prioritized recfrom Montreal Polytechnique School of Engineering and can
T:6.375”
ommendations on what to do to increase building
be reached at pdesrochers@adms-tech.com.

Position filled.
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Buildings are using big data to

get smart

John Longbottom

I

f worldwide energy use trends continue, Canadian organizations might
need to call on the services of a building ‘whisperer’ sometime soon.
The U.S. National Science and Technology Council estimates that
commercial and residential buildings consume 1/3 of the world’s energy.
In North America, for example, this translates to 72% of the electricity generation, 12% of the water use and 60% of non-industrial waste.
Buildings are set to become the largest consumer of global energy by
2025—more than the transportation and industrial sectors combined.
Under increasing pressure to reduce energy costs, many organizations
monitor building energy use by simply reviewing monthly utility bills
and not, sadly, by listening to their buildings and measuring or tracking
actual energy use based on data.
Why should we care?
Amazingly, up to 50% of energy and water in buildings is wasted. Each
year buildings emit more harmful carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into
the environment than our cars. Like the average consumable product,
a building has a life cycle that needs to be managed comprehensively,
coordinating all aspects from design to demolition.
Smarter, more sustainable buildings can reduce energy consumption
and CO2 emissions by 50% to 70%, and save 30% to 50% in water
usage. Because energy typically accounts for 30% of a building’s annual
costs, savings through sustainability can also have a big impact on a company’s bottom line.
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In today’s urban environment, we know that smarter buildings are
the building blocks of smarter cities and, ultimately, a smarter planet.
There is a tremendous opportunity for facilities managers to ‘listen to’
and make sense of facility data from lighting, heating, air-conditioning,
manufacturing and computer usage by applying a real-time, analytic
approach... regardless of a building’s age.
Uncovering the data
There’s no question the data exists. As a society, we are creating the
equivalent of 2.5 quintillion bytes of data every day. This figure represents the collective output of every person, organization and instrumented thing, which has been likened to about half a billion HD movie
downloads daily, or the equivalent of 57.5 billion 32GB iPads.
Collecting, managing and analyzing data gives intelligence and insight
into energy, space and facilities management decisions. Buildings can
interact with their occupants as well as the environment around them
through the stream of information they generate, leading to more efficient and sustainable operations. These smarter buildings drive economic benefit, saving money as well as the environment.
Change is within our grasp. With the unprecedented proliferation
of smart sensors and control systems over the last decade, many buildings now have the ability to measure, sense and see the exact condition
of practically everything within them. But these systems often operate
independently; understanding a building from a holistic point of view

requires collaboration between facilities and information technology
organizations at new levels, and creates the need for new transformational skills in organizations or businesses.
These challenges also create new, exciting opportunities to interconnect and innovate the buildings in which we live, work and play.
The task ahead isn’t about retrofitting. It’s about looking at the data
that already exists, understanding its relevance and using it in new ways.
By using analytics to add a layer of intelligence, elements of a building
(including temperature, electricity, ventilation, water, waste management,
telecommunications and physical security) can now be integrated for
better management, control, cost and energy savings.
In general, smarter buildings share the following five characteristics:
• they operate more cost-effectively by reducing energy
and operating costs
• they use active and designed-in techniques to achieve reliability,
efficiency and environmental responsibility
• they provide visibility, control and automation to building systems
• they maintain a safer, more secure workplace
• they communicate in real-time to supporting infrastructure,
such as the smart grid and broadband
Collection and analysis
To achieve a smarter building approach, organizations must focus on
input, collaboration and immediacy for success.
INPUT: Getting the input of the people who actually use the buildings
can go a long way toward ensuring the projects are successful. Employees spend a lot of time in the buildings in which they work. They want
to make them more environmentally friendly. Involving occupants in the
process of creating a smart building lets companies tap into their everyday knowledge.
COLLABORATION: Buildings are woven together using complex systems from many different manufacturers. In smart buildings, those systems need to work together. Working with manufacturers or installation
experts who understand the importance of collaboration will help ensure
the success of smart building projects.
IMMEDIACY: Faced with rising pressures from stakeholders, governments and employees to cut costs and emissions, businesses cannot
afford to wait, nor do they need to. It doesn’t take huge investments
to reap efficiency savings. The basic technology underpinning a smart
building—sensors—has already been installed in most lighting, cooling
and heating, and security systems through routine equipment upgrades
or repairs during the past decade. Add higher-level analytics and these
sensors aren’t just tracking a specific device, they’re getting insights
into what’s happening across a system, a building, or a campus, then and
prompting action on that data.
The rise of smart meters and related systems are beginning to deliver
more insight for building owners by providing more relevant information, in near real time. This advancement creates more transparency,
helping building owners and tenants alike discover where savings can be
had fastest, at the lowest cost.
Analytic software, for example, can process data from smart meters
and identify vastly different savings opportunities: whether escalators

were running when they shouldn’t have; whether electric motors are
overloaded and require service; or even to simply suggest behavioural
changes that can save dollars, such as altering air-conditioning or heating
settings at night.
Flexing data’s muscle
At its corporate campus in Rochester, Minn., analysis of building operations data has helped IBM save 8% in annual energy costs. With 3.3 million square feet of mixed use space—including offices, labs and meeting
spaces—IBM tracks information from over 300,000 data points in real
time to make on-the-fly adjustments.
Many other organizations are already using new intelligent business
management systems to help reduce water use by up to 30% and energy
use by up to 40%, while reducing overall building maintenance costs by
up to 30%. And it’s not just about saving money: it’s about saving what’s
inside the buildings, too. Some museums are using building data to help
determine the very best environment for individual works of art based
on temperature, humidity and other conditions, helping to ensure the
ongoing preservation of priceless artifacts.
As smartphones become cheaper and more powerful, they play a key
role in advancing smarter buildings. Celebrating their 40th anniversary
this year, cell phones have evolved into advanced instruments able that
act as mobile sensors, feeding data into these fast-evolving urban data
services. Cellular communications also offers a flexible, low-cost infrastructure over which to deliver the very data services to the public justin-time and precisely where they’re most helpful.
Congestion mapping was one of the first such services to emerge,
giving insight into traffic. Now, schools are making use of this new
source of data as well. The Los Angeles Unified School District takes
an innovative approach to building maintenance by arming its 700,000
students, teachers and other staffers with software that lets them easily
snap a photo with their smartphone and have that information fed into
the district’s maintenance system where repair orders are prioritized and
issued. Essentially, the solution allows the school district to crowdsource
maintenance requests across its more than 14,000 buildings spread out
over 710 square miles—and run more efficiently. During the first eight
months, more than 750 reports were filed.
Whether it is protecting priceless works of art in France, empowering students and teachers to report on building maintenance needs via
text in Los Angeles, or tracking, forecasting, simulating and optimizing
energy use in New York K-12 public schools, smarter buildings technologies are helping organizations squeeze out inefficiencies and drive
down a variety of costs, including energy.
The realities of the 21st century include scarcer resources, climate
change and higher energy costs. Yet, as these examples illustrate, smarter
buildings technologies can help us better manage our office buildings,
museums, warehouses, factories, power plants, campuses, resorts, and
even entire neighborhoods.
Buildings are talking and it’s time for us to listen if we want to better
support future societal and business growth.
John Longbottom leads IBM Canada’s Smarter Cities program focused on
developing and delivering emerging solutions that help cities solve pressing issues.
The solutions are focused on multiple segments, including Buildings, Energy,
Healthcare, Public Safety and more. John’s 29 years at IBM span various roles in
marketing, account management and strategy in IT services and technology.

There is a ton of additional information at EBMag.com, and
be sure to follow our Tweets (twitter.com/ebmag) to learn
about web updates, live event reporting and more!
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personalities
John Eggleton has joined
Affiliated Distributors
(www.adhq.com)—a North
American wholesale marketing
group—as its new U.S. Electrical
Division President. Eggleton comes
to A-D after serving for 10 years
as CEO of A-D’s sister company,
supplyFORCE.
“John brings
a great mix
of leadership,
humility,
operational
experience, sales
and negotiation
John Eggleton
experience,
managerial skills and customer
care,” said Bill Weisberg, A-D
chair and CEO. “John’s passion
for the cause of independents and
his collaborative team-oriented
approach to business will be well
received by our members and
suppliers.” “It’s an honour to be
joining such a great organization.
In working closely with AD
Team Members, Affiliates and
Suppliers for the past 12 years, I
have always admired the group’s
passion, initiative and results,” said
Eggleton. “David Oldfather’s
nine-year tenure at the helm of
the Electrical Division brought
foundational stability and growth
opportunities which will continue to
flourish under John’s leadership. We
wish David the best in his future
VentureLighting_EB_Jun13_v2.qxd
endeavours,”
added Weisberg.

D O N ’T

Venture Lighting International
(www.venturelighting.com)—a
player in metal halide lighting systems—announced the promotion
of Greg Guisso to the position of
director of sales and marketing in
Canada. In his new role, Guisso is
responsible for all aspects of Venture Lighting Canada (www.venturelighting.com/canada) channels
as he transitions the management
of the company’s activity in Canada
from Forbes MacLean, director of
sales, industrial/commercial sector.
Forbes will continue to expand his
focus on industrial and commercial opportunities in the Americas.
“Greg’s 23 years of sales management experience in the Canadian
electrical and lighting industry, his
strong work ethic
and his dedication
to serving his customers has proven
to us that he is
the right choice to
lead our ongoing
efforts in this very
Greg Guisso
important market,”
said Ken Hawley, vice-president
of sales and marketing. Guisso
joined Venture Lighting Canada in
April 2008 and has been responsible for the establishment of the
company’s network of independent
manufacturer representatives across
Canada. Over the past five years, he
has managed sales and marketing
5/13/13 5:02 PM Page 1
activities
with the re-introduction

BE MISLED

Venture is an innovator in upgrade lighting systems.

Compared to Other Technologies,
such as LED’s, Venture Lighting is:

• Lower initial cost, lower replacement cost, lower life cycle cost
• More light, same life span and high CRI (90+)
• Immediate and greater return on investment

800-265-2690

For more information about these products,
and where to find a local representative go to

VentureLighting.com/Canada
© 2013 Venture Lighting International. Venture Lighting, Jewel and LeafNut
registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International
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of the Venture and Ballastronix
brands in the Canadian distribution sector. “Forbes Maclean has
done an outstanding job in leading the Canadian team for many
years, and it is very important
to us have a smooth transition
in management leadership,” said
Hawley. “We couldn’t be more
pleased with Greg’s performance, and he and Forbes will
continue to have a close working relationship as this change is
implemented.”
Pat Haughey, general manager
of GE Lighting-Canada (www.
gelighting.com), announced the
recent appointment of Nabil
Jacques Salem to the position
of field sales developer for the
Quebec market. In this new role,
Nabil is responsible for developing growth
opportunities
for GE Lighting products
with end users
Nabil Jacques and specifiers
Salem
across all vertical market segments. Prior to
this appointment, Nabil held
the position of program manager at GE Lighting Solutions
in Lachine, Que., where he was
involved in providing LED solutions to the horticultural, traffic
and rail segments.
Alex Ismail, president and CEO
of Honeywell Transportation
Systems (www.honeywell.com)
will become president, Energy,
Safety & Security (ESS)—a
newly created
leadership
position that
includes five
businesses
(Environmental
and Combustion
Controls,
Alex Ismail
Life Safety,
Security Group, Scanning
& Mobility, and Sensing &
Control) within Automation
and Control Solutions (ACS).
The businesses represent $8
billion, or about 50% of total
2012 ACS sales. Alex will report
to Roger Fradin, president and
CEO of ACS, and will remain an
executive officer of the company
until his official start date on
May 20.
Tollgrade Communications
Inc. (www.tollgrade.com), a
provider of service assurance

2013-05-21 9:15 AM

solutions to utilities and telecommunications providers, has
promoted Thomas J. Kolb to
chief operating officer (COO).
As COO, Kolb will continue to
report to Ed Kennedy, Tollgrade president and CEO, and
provide strategic and operational
leadership over all aspects of
Tollgrade’s broadband and smart
grid business units, including
product development, supply
chain, services, customer support, marketing and sales. “Tom
is uniquely qualified to drive
operational excellence companywide as we expand our presence and solution portfolios in
the smart grid and broadband
markets,” said Kennedy. “I have
tremendous confidence in Tom’s
ability to strengthen all aspects
of our business as we continue to
grow and expand.” Kolb joined
Tollgrade in 2008 as director of
operations strategy and prior
to appointment as COO, he
served as VP of operations. “I
look forward to expanding my
contributions in helping lead
the company and ensuring we
continue to provide best-in-class
products, services and support to
our growing list of marquee customers,” he added.
Epcor Utilities Inc. (www.
epcor.com) has appointed David
Stevens as the company’s new
president and CEO, replacing
Don Lowry, who announced
his intention
to retire from
the company
by December
2013. Stevens
is a 30-year
veteran of the
energy and utilDavid Stevens
ity industry,
says Epcor, with over 20 years of
experience in executive leadership. His most recent positions
were as the top executive of
major energy and utilities providers located in El Paso, Texas,
and Seattle, Wash. As president
and CEO of Epcor, Stevens
assumes responsibility for leading the executive management
team and overseeing all strategic,
operational, financial and brandbuilding facets of the company’s
interests in Canada and the
United States. Stevens assumes
his responsibilities March 6,
2013. Lowry has agreed to
remain with Epcor as a resource
for the transition for as long as
he is required.

lighting products
Standard Products introduces
new dimmable LED modules
in three lengths

The new LED modules from Standard Products is now available in
three lengths with 0-10V dimming
capabilities. The plug-and-play
modules are equipped with thermal
pad to help ensure proper heat dissipation and a removable diffuser to
customize for a more diffused and
soft light output, says the company.
They are suited for light fixture
retrofits with an E26 base or PL
base, and claim to minimize theft,
maintenance and energy costs. The
modules are in compliance with
UL 1598C and CSA C22.2 no.
250.0-08 and no. B-79 as a LED
retrofit kit, allowing on-site retrofit
of existing fixtures.
STANDARD PRODUCTS
www.standardpro.com

of fading in furniture, fabrics and art,
and the new CLFs block over 96% of
UV under 395nm with lumen loss less
than 4%. “Our UV-blocking CFLs
will be the perfect lamp for people
with Lupus or other photosensitivity
issues,” said Shat-R-Shield product
development manager, Don Cattoni.
“They are also ideal for areas such as

museums with priceless paintings, and
retail locations that need their fabrics
to appear as vibrant as possible.” The
company adds that its lamp coating
will contain virtually all mercury, glass
and phosphors should a lamp be accidentally dropped or broken.
SHAT-R-SHIELD
www.shatrshield.com
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GE and Cooledge Lighting team
up to develop LED light sheets

YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN VALUABLE INFORMATION
AND NETWORK WITH INDUSTRY PEERS.
Speakers include:
Richard (Doc) Palmer, PE, MBA, CMRP
GE Lighting has entered a jointdevelopment agreement with
Cooledge Lighting to develop a
customized GE Lightech LED
power-supply driver in Cooledge’s
full range of LED light sheet solutions, which debuted this week at
LightFair International 2013. The
agreement extends beyond the LED
driver integration to include the
development of high performance
LED phosphors and LED solutions
targeting commercial applications,
including signage applications.
Cooledge says its flexible LED light
sheets are engineered to provide
high-quality lighting utilizing a
highly dense pattern of LEDs on a
thin plastic substrate.
GE LIGHTING
www.gelighting.com
COOLEDGE LIGHTING
www.cooledgelighting.com

Shat-R-Shield offers new UV-blocking
compact fluorescent lamps
At Lightfair 2013, Shat-R-Shield
unveiled UV-blocking CFLs available in 2700K 4W, 14W, 19W
and 23W mini-twist varieties. The
company says UV light causes 40%

“Key Principles for Successful Shutdown Maintenance Planning”
Doc Palmer explains why planning makes a difference in routine maintenance and then applies
these principles to plant outages.

Terry Becker, P.Eng., President, ESPS Electrical Safety Program Solutions Inc.
“The Electrical Safety Trifecta”
One must do everything possible to reduce the risk of worker exposure to the hazards of electrical arc flash and
shock by adhering to the electrical safety trifecta.

John Melanson, Engineering Manager, SKF Canada
“Reduce the Inspection and Repair Time for Bearings and Seals”
There are many actions that can be done in advance of a shutdown/turnaround to reduce actual inspection
and repair time, and ensure long machine service life.

VISIT www.PartnersInTraining.ca for complete content and speaker bios.

Early bird deadline is August 31!

ALSO COMING:

October 17

Apollo Conference Centre, Mississauga, ON
Electrical Maintenance & Reliability

For more information, visit: www.partnersintraining.ca
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products
ABB launches Emax 2 LV breaker for
energy management and smart grid

ABB says its new Emax 2 is the
first low-voltage circuit breaker
with integrated energy management functions. Replacing existing traditional breakers with the
Emax 2 breaker has the potential
to achieve annual savings of 5.8
million MWh, boasts the company.
Breakers like the Emax 2 are used
where the protection and control
of large amounts of energy are
used in a low-voltage environment,
such as industrial and commercial
buildings, data centres and ships.
To manage energy, the electricity
supply to non-essential equipment
is switched Off and back On again
as soon as “acceptable” power levels
are reached. Intelligent decisionmaking is achieved by a built-in
controller and software that uses
algorithms to decide when it is
appropriate to switch the power
while maintaining the overall
functionality or productivity of the
connected equipment. “Breakers
provide one of the largest untapped
opportunities in the electric system

to achieve energy savings,” said
Tarak Mehta, head of ABB’s lowvoltage products division. “Breakers
have been used to increase safety
and protect electric circuits, but
now—for the first time—we use
them to save energy too.”
ABB
www.abb.com

maintains each version of the
website once the U.S. version is
updated.”
LEVITON
www.leviton.com

World Dryer goes ‘hands-in’ with
VMax vertical hand dryer

Je parle francais! Leviton launches
French version of its website

Leviton unveiled French (and
Spanish) versions of www.leviton.
com, which will automatically
update to synchronize with the
English website. “The translation of Leviton.com is a process
we’ve been undertaking for quite
some time, ensuring that nearly
every page on the website is
translated properly into French
and Spanish,” explained David
Keller, Leviton’s senior director of
e-Business. “Through the use of
linguistics capabilities, Leviton has
established a turnkey approach
that automatically updates and

APPLY FOR OVER

World Dryer Corp. unveiled its
first ‘hands-in’ vertical hand dryer:
the VMax, which promises a 25%
wider hand-drying cavity than
other vertical hand dryers on the
market. Dry time is only 10 to 12
seconds, says the company, while
using just 17% of the energy traditional hand dryers require. VMax
also features a HEPA filter system
with an odor-neutralizing tablet
“for a fresher restroom environment”, quiet operation for soundsensitive areas, and an attached
power cord. The hand dryer
features antimicrobial technology
that inhibits the growth of bacteria,
mould and fungus.
WORLD DRYER
www.worlddryer.com

Rittal says its RiMatrix S is the
world’s first concept for standardized data centre construction. It is
based on pre-planned, pre-configured and coordinated data centre
modules, which can be used for
both new data centres and extensions to existing ones. RiMatrix
S can be delivered within six
weeks of ordering, says Rittal, and
comprises the following standard
components: a defined number of
TS IT server and network racks,
climate control, power supply and
back-up, as well as monitoring
functions. Together, they form a
complete server module. To allow
a higher packing density of the
server and network components,
Rittal has developed a new climate
control system (zero-U-space
cooling system a.k.a. ZUCS) for
the RiMatrix S, completely implemented within a false floor.
RITTAL
www.rittal.ca

Eaton Power Xpert Insight lets you
follow electrical system it evolves

$80,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS
Consider a career in the
electrical, electronics
and telecommunications
industries
The Electro-Federation Canada Scholarship Foundation
has been supporting students for over 18 years.

For information:
scholarship@electrofed.com

Apply Today: efcfoundation.myreviewroom.com
28EFC_EB_April.indd
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Rittal standardizes data centre
design with RiMatrix S

2013-03-12 2:44 PM

Eaton says its Power Xpert
Insight power and energy monitoring software will help customers reduce energy consumption,
control costs and improve the
reliability of their facilities. It provides the big picture on energy
usage, efficiency and power quality, says the company, for facility,
energy, information technology
and healthcare managers. The
software allows customers to view
only the device information that
they want to see, simplify alarm
management, view energy usage
and demand data, compare and
trend data, and view a one-line
representation of their electrical
system. Additionally, Power Xpert
Insight software is designed to be
intuitive to update to provide an
accurate picture of the electrical
system as organizations evolve.
EATON
www.eaton.com
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code file
Les Stoch, P.Eng.

Parallel conductors revisited

H

igh-ampacity services and feeders are
often installed with conductors in parallel
to reduce pulling tensions, and for easier
handling. I’m sure you are already aware that a
long list of conditions comes with permission
to parallel conductors. This article reviews the
requirements of Rule 12-108 “Conductors in
parallel” along with some significant changes
for such installations now provided in the 2012
Canadian Electrical Code (CEC).
Rule 12-108 specifies that, except for neutrals, control and instrumentation circuits, parallel conductors must not be smaller than #1/0
AWG copper or aluminum. No doubt this
requirement is designed to limit use of parallel conductors to such circumstances where
this wiring method is truly needed. We already
know the rule contains numerous precautions
to ensure conductors in parallel are loaded as
uniformly as possible to prevent unbalanced
loading, overheating and subsequent failures.
To ensure conductors are loaded evenly, Rule
12-108 requires that parallel conductors must
have the same characteristics, including identical
sizes, types of insulation, methods of termination, wiring materials, lengths, orientation and
without any inline splices. Appendix B shows us
the required conductor configurations. These
special arrangements are designed to minimize
differences in inductive reactance and sharing of
load currents. The wire and cable manufacturer
should be consulted should it become necessary
to employ conductor arrangements different

from those given in Appendix B.
Furthermore, Rule 12-904 requires that, when
parallel conductors are in cables or raceways,
each cable or raceway must contain an equal
number of conductors from each phase and the
neutral. Each cable or raceway must also be of
the same material and physical characteristics to
ensure that conductor impedance differences are
minimized. There are some very good reasons
for this requirement. Should we, for example,
attempt to install parallel conductors in different
conduit types (e.g. PVC and steel), we would
find unequal loading in the paralleled conductors for the reasons discussed above.
But now new challenges await us with
changes to this rule. As you are by now aware,
some of our earlier expectations are now being
tested, as the 2012 CEC has made two important modifications to the above requirements:
1. Subrule(2) specifies that a single splice in each
parallel conductor is permitted to meet the
requirements of Rule 4-006 “Temperature limitation”. You will recall that this rule requires
that “where equipment is marked with a maximum termination temperature, the maximum
allowable ampacity of the conductor shall
be based on the corresponding temperature
column from Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4”.
You will also recall that this rule applies
to both ends of the conductor. For example,
were we using 90C-rated wiring to connect
to circuit breakers marked with a maximum

75C temperature rating, we would normally
base our conductor ampacities on the 75C
columns of Tables 1 to 4. However, this newly
minted change also allows us to splice on a
larger wire size to meet the maximum wiring
connection temperatures specified by Rule
4-006, thereby permitting use of the 90C
temperature rating. Although permissible, it’s
still not a great idea, as each splice is a potentially weak link.
2. Subrule(3) specifies that “in parallel sets, conductors of one phase, polarity or grounded
circuit conductor shall not be required to have
the same characteristics as those of another
phase, polarity or grounded circuit conductor”. This opens the door for parallel conductors of one phase to be of a different wire size,
material (copper or aluminum), length, insulation type and termination method as long as
the parallel conductors of each phase have the
same characteristics. I suspect that this change
was designed to make things easier for repairs
rather than for the initial installations.
Les Stoch is president of L. Stoch & Associates,
specialists in quality management/engineering services.
He is a member of PEO, OEL and IAEI, and develops
and delivers electrical code and technical workshops for
Dalhousie University. He also developed the Master
Electrician training program and exam (Ontario) for
the Electrical Contractor Registration Agency. Visit L.
Stoch & Associates online at www.lstoch.ca.

Questions and answers compiled by the Electrical Safety Authority VISIT WWW.ESASAFE.COM

Tackle The Code
Conundrum...
if you dare!
Answers to this month’s
questions in July’s
Electrical Business.

How did you do
with the last quiz?
Are you a...
Master Electrician ? (3 of 3)
Journeyman ? (2 of 3)
Apprentice ? (1 of 3)
Plumber ?! (0 of 3)

Question 1

A swimming pool shall be permitted to be installed
below an existing overhead 120/240 volt service
conductor that supplies a residence provided the
minimum vertical clearance of the lowest conductor is
4.5m above the surface of the pool water.
a) True

b) False

Question 2

A submersible pump installed in a lake shall be
protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter of the
Class A type.
a) True

b) False

Question 3

Wiring of an essential electrical system in a patient
care area shall be permitted to occupy the same
raceway as non-essential wiring.
a) True
b) False
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Answers: EBMag May 2013
Q-1: Pool reinforcing steel shall be bonded
with a minimum of [___] connections
equally spaced around the perimeter.
c) Four. Ref. Rule 68-058(2).
Q-2: The minimum bending radius for
50mm diameter lead covered high voltage
cable is:

Always

consult the
electrical inspection authority
in your province/territory for
more specific interpretations.

b) 600 mm. Ref. Rule 36-102, Table 15.
Q-3: For Class III, Division 1 locations,
no ventilation is required where storagebattery charging equipment are located in
separate rooms built with substantial noncombustible materials constructed so as to
adequately exclude flyings or lint.
b) False. Ref. Rule 18-324.
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We’ve shortened our name. And increased your expertise in the
safe and reliable transmission, distribution, and control of power.

What’s in a name? More products, solutions, and support than you’ve ever
had before to keep everything running safely. Changing our name changes
the game, giving you all of Ferraz Shawmut plus even more resources to
increase your expertise in the protection of power electronics, controls,
transmission, and distribution. Ready for the next level? It’s waiting for you at
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